free.
In this note we apply Davenport's ideas to prove (0) with exponent ï not only for the case of torsion-free X but also for the case in which the torsion subgroup of X is an arbitrary finite Abelian group. By using care in our estimates we find some fairly large possible R's, and we also work out some numerical cases. If X has infinite torsion subgroup, we show that no inequality like (0) can possibly hold.
Theorem A. Let G be a compact Abelian group with character group X. Suppose that the torsion subgroup ofX. is finite and consists of f elements. Let X be a set of N distinct elements of X, where N is a positive integer. For each x£T, let ax be a complex number such that \ctx\ §El. Then for every number R<(l-e~2)6~112, we have Let $ be the subgroup of X generated by T. Then 4> is isomorphic with a direct product of finitely many cyclic groups, say a infinite cyclic groups and b finite cyclic groups. Thus every x£T corresponds to a unique sequence are nonnegative integers less than some fixed positive integers. We have 6^0 and a>0 since N>f.
We impose a complete ordering on <£. If % and yf are distinct elements of <£, if x corresponds to (cu c2, ■ ■ ■ , ca+i), and x' corresponds to (pi, c{, • • • , c'a+t), then we write x<x' if Cj<cj where j is the first index k for which ck differs from ck. We now write T as quences (4). Now suppose that x' and x" are such that x'<x" and that q is the smallest index such that ca' differs from c3". If q is less than or equal to a, then the inequality (7) xx'x" < x obtains. We restrict m to be greater than or equal to mf_i+f. Thus the inequality (7) applies to the product appearing in (6). Among these m's, we count those which must be rejected for violating (6). The inequality (10) also holds for t=l. We next define the set PíCÍ":
(11) P, = P,_i W {xxm^xm/v-X G Pj-tî lá»<Íár}U T,.
The right side of (10) is obviously monotonie increasing in i and is also monotonie nondecreasing in / because P¡_iCPi-Hence we can find the sets of characters Ti, T«, • • • , T* provided that In determining k and r for which (19) holds, it is convenient to take k = r2; and this choice of k turns out to be satisfactory for the final arguments of the present proof. Then we take K2 log n y/n It is then easy to see that (19) holds.
We next construct by induction a sequence of functions <¡>o, <¡>i, • • • , <pk on the group G. Each x in ï is a certain X; under the ordering of (5); we write ßj = ax.\aXj\~1. We define <po to be the function j3iXi-For IE {1, 2, • • • ,k\, suppose that <£¡_i has been defined. Following Since \<Po\ = |/3iXi| =1, it follows that \<pi\ ^1 (/ = 0, 1,
We also follow Davenport to define ,k). Using the value for r in (20), we obtain
\\3 log log NÏ ) (3 log log TVy'V'2/ log N V'* (28) (1 -06-^(1 _/3 log log ^y/jggjLN \ \ 2 log AT / / \loglogA7
Now let .iv be any number such that R <(1 -e~2)6-1/2. Combining Theorem B shows that the number N appearing in Theorem A must go to infinity as/ goes to infinity. It also shows that Theorem A fails completely if the torsion subgroup of X is infinite. For in this case X contains finite subgroups of arbitrarily large order, and (32) shows that nothing like (1) can hold.
It should also be noted that if the torsion subgroup of X is finite, then it is a direct factor of X. First, the torsion subgroup is always a pure subgroup of X; and then one can quote, for example, a wellknown theorem of Los [3, (25.21) ]. Thus G is topologically the union of a finite number of replicas of a connected compact Abelian group. There appears to be no advantage in using this fact for our proof.
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